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f photoproduction near threshold with Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka evading fNN interactions
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Existing intermediate and high energyf-photoproduction data is consistent with purely diffractive produc-
tion ~i.e., Pomeron exchange!. However, near threshold (1.574 GeV,Eg

lab<2.0 GeV) the energy dependence
of the diffractive amplitude is not well known and nondiffractive amplitudes such asp0 andh exchange,s s̄
knockout, and nonzerofNN couplings can give sizable contributions to the cross section and polarization
density matrix elements of thef→K1K2 decay angular distribution. We stress the importance of measure-
ments with linearly polarized photons near thef threshold to separate natural and unnatural parity exchange
mechanisms. Approved and plannedf photoproduction and electroproduction experiments at Jefferson Lab
will help establish the relative dynamical contributions near threshold and clarify outstanding theoretical issues
related to apparent Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka violations.@S0556-2813~98!05201-7#

PACS number~s!: 25.20.Lj, 13.60.Le, 21.30.Cb
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent observations of largef production cross section

in p p̄→fX (X5p,h,v,r,pp,g) experiments@1# indicate
a large apparent violation of the Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka~OZI!
rule @2#, which essentially states that couplings betwe
states with no common quark flavors~i.e., disconnected o
hairpin quark graphs! are suppressed. In the naive qua

model, the proton has nos s̄ content whereas thef meson is

an ideally mixed, pures s̄ state, and thus the OZI rule pre
dicts negligiblefNN couplings and permits only strang
hadronic decays of thef ~such asf→K1K2). Actually, the
nonstrangef→rp decay has a 13% branching ratio whic
is much larger than naively expected from the OZI ru
However, it is incorrect to interpret this decay as an O
violation since there are two distinct mechanisms which p
mit connected quark loops and hence a nonstrange d
without violating the OZI rule. The first possibility involve
two-step OZI allowed final state interactions such

f→KK̄→rp. A second possibility follows from the realiza

tion that thef meson is not simply a pures s̄ state. Thef

actually has a smallu ū1d d̄ component which can coupl
to the nonstrangerp decay channel without violating th
OZI rule. These two possibilities show that a distincti
should be made between couplings~or decays! that actually
violate the OZI rule and those whichevadethe OZI rule
through final state interactions or intrinsic flavor wave fun
tion components beyond the naive quark model assignme
To reiterate, the terminology OZI evasion applies to co
plings such asf→rp where the OZI rule does not strictl
apply since connected quark graphs exist. Obviously, the
parent OZI ‘‘violations’’ observed inp p̄→fX can be inter-
preted as a manifestation of OZI evasion if the nucleon w
function contains an explicits s̄ ~hidden strangeness! com-
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ponent or strong final state interactions mediatef produc-
tion.

In this paper, we present a quantum hadrodynam
~QHD! model calculation forf photoproduction with a fo-
cus on sensitivity to nondiffractive production mechanis
near threshold~including OZI evading interactions!. To help
motivate this analysis, a review of the broad based exp
mental, phenomenological, and theoretical work on OZI e
sion is presented in the next section. In Sec. II, we prese
general discussion of the nondiffractive mechanisms
pected to contribute tof photoproduction near threshold
The importance of using linearly polarized photons and m
suring the fullf→K1K2 decay angular distribution is em
phasized in Sec. III. We present details of our QHD mode
Sec. IV, discuss numerical results in Sec. V, and summa
conclusions in Sec. VI.

II. OZI EVADING MECHANISMS

In the recent data which indicate large apparent OZI v
lations, there is a notable spin, channel, and momen
transfer dependence. For example,~i! the fp andfg chan-
nels exhibit strong enhancement over the OZI predicti
whereas much smaller deviations are observed in other c
nels; ~ii ! the apparent OZI violation for small momentu
transfer~e.g.,p p̄ at rest! is much larger than at higher ene
gies;~iii ! the enhancement of thefp0 channel appears only
from S-wave p p̄ annihilation with no observed OZI viola
tion in theP wave.

Several calculations have explored the possibility that
apparent OZI violations result from strong final state int
actions mediated by OZI allowed two-step mechanisms
volving KK̄, K* K̄1K̄* K, KK̄pp, and LL̄ intermediate
states@3–9#. These calculations share the virtue of using e
perimentally known cross sections and branching ra
which tightly constrain the amplitudes of various subpr
cesses driving the OZI evasion. A primary criticism of th
approach is that strong cancellations are possible~and in
some cases expected! between different hadronic loop
@10,11#, and hence calculations employing a truncated se
s,
223 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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intermediate states can at best provide an upper limit to
OZI evasion@12#. However, these two-step calculations
obtain the right order of magnitude for the observed O
evasion in all of the various channels. We note that the
served dependence of OZI evasion on the initial spin
orbital state of thep p̄→fp0 reaction provides an interes
ing possibility for testing the consistency of the two st
scenario. As pointed out in Refs.@8,12#, measurements
would be useful to verify whether or not the isospinI 51
amplitude of thep p̄→K* K̄1K̄* K reaction is substantially
larger for S-wave 3S1(p p̄) annihilation compared with
P-wave 1P1(p p̄) annihilation. If not, then the observed e
cess inp p̄→fp0 from S-wave annihilation would be diffi-
cult to explain from strong final state interactions. Buza
and Lev@13# have clarified this point by demonstrating th
sincefp0 can be produced withl 50,2 in theP-wave anni-
hilation channel, there is a possibility that large destruct
interference between thel 50 andl 52 amplitudes could ac
count for the unobserved OZI evasion in this channel eve
the K* K̄1K̄* K production amplitudes are comparable f
S-wave andP-wave annihilation. This possibility seems u
likely, however a measurement of theK* K̄ (K̄* K) angular
distribution inP-wavep p̄ annihilation can~in principle! re-
solve this issue and provide a decisive test of the two-s
mechanism.

Dover and Fishbane have suggested that the existence
JPC5122 fp resonance@the ‘‘C(1480) meson’’# may be
responsible for enhancedf production in certainp p̄ annihi-
lation channels@14#. This resonance can naturally provid
enhancedfp0 production inS-wave annihilation while de-
coupling fromP-wave annihilation. Unfortunately, no devia
tions from the OZI rule have been observed in thefh chan-
nel where the predicted isoscalar partner of theC meson
should couple strongly. Furthermore, theC meson is not
well established and it is not a resonance in thefg channel
where the largest OZI evasion is observed. It is clear that
C-meson resonance can not explain all of the observed
deviations, but it is nonetheless an interesting, albeit con
versial possibility in thefp0 channel.

Ellis et al. suggest that the pattern of observed OZI e
sion is difficult to understand without preexisting strangen
in the nucleon@12,15# ~see Ref.@16# for a critical review!.
Allowing for intrinsic hidden strangeness, the nucleon wa
function is generically expressed:

up&5Auuud&1Buuud^ ~s s̄!&. ~1!

Using this ansatz, Elliset al. showed that the apparent OZ
violating features~i!,~ii !,~iii ! can be explained by~OZI evad-
ing! strangeness ‘‘knockout’’ and ‘‘rearrangement’’ mech
nisms with a nucleon strangeness admixture probability
the range 0.01<uBu2<0.19. This estimate is consistent wi
the analyses of other independent experimental results
as the EMC deep inelasticmp scattering@17#, BNL elastic
np scattering@18#, and measurements of thepN sigma term
@19# which consistently find a strangeness admixture of
proximately 10220 %. For electromagneticf production,
the knockout mechanism has been shown to yield a subs
tial contribution to the cross section with a moderate stran
e
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ness admixture. For example, Henleyet al. @20# used a non-
relativistic constituent quark model to calculatef
photoproduction and electroproduction from the proton w
intrinsic strangeness and estimated an upper limit foruBu2

;10220 %. Recently, Titovet al. @21# have explored a rela
tivistic ~covariant oscillator! quark model showing that with
less than 5% admixture of strange quarks in the proton thf

photoproduction cross section froms s̄ knockout is compa-
rable to diffractive production. Furthermore, Titovet al.
showed that the beam-target~BT! and beam-recoil~BR!
double polarization observables are particularly sensitive
the hidden strangeness component. We note that the q
model calcuations discussed here were not constrained
the nucleon mass or other properties~e.g., magnetic mo-
ments, form factors! which we expect could place stron
restrictions on the allowable range for hidden strangen
components.

Assuming the viability of the hidden strangeness hypo
esis, another direct consequence is the affect on electrom
netic properties such as nucleon magnetic moments and
factors. Recent lattice QCD calculations have found e
dence that intrinsic strangeness is essential for understan
the magnetic moments of the octet baryons, with 11% of
proton’s magnetic moment coming from strange quarks@22#.
Consistent with this finding are vector meson dominan
~VMD ! and dispersion relation models of the electroma
netic nucleon form factors. These models employ effect
OZI evading gfNN

V,T vector and tensor couplings whic
strongly affect the isoscalar nucleon form factors. For e
ample, OZI evadingfNN couplings contribute to the
nucleon strangeness radius, strange magnetic moment,
have been shown to provide a significant improvement to
of GE

n(q2) @23–27#.
An OZI evading QHD interaction Lagrangian~with gfNN

V,T

couplings! provides a complementary parametrization of t
strange quark knockout and loop order effects. For exam
in the simplest quark model realization of Eq.~1! the s s̄
pairs in the nucleon form a color singlet cluster that couple
spin 0 or 1~in a relativeP wave with respect to the non
strange cluster! @21#. The spin 0 component has the quantu
numbers of an intrinsichs ~i.e., strange component ofh
meson! whereas the spin 1 component has intrinsicf meson
quantum numbers. In principle, the QHDfNN couplings
can be related to underlying quark dynamics through ove
matrix elements of quark model wave functions with an
trinsic f-cluster component. Similarly, an intrinsichs com-
ponent of the nucleon will give a dynamical contribution
the effective value of thehNN coupling constant. Even
without intrinsic nucleon strangeness, effectivefNN cou-
plings absorb dynamical contributions from hadronic loo
with OZI conserving meson-baryon interactions. Expli
constituent quark model@11# and QHD@28# loop order cal-
culations of the nucleon strangeness radius and magn
moment using well constrained OZI conserving interactio
have shown large cancellations between loops, imply
very small effectivefNN couplings ~consistent with OZI
suppression!. These results suggest that evidence for a
molously largefNN couplings would represent a phenom
enological manifestation of intrinsic nucleon strangeness
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57 225f PHOTOPRODUCTION NEAR THRESHOLD WITH . . .
For the sake of this study, we treat thegfNN
V,T and ghNN

couplings as unconstrained parameters which we adjust
the existingf photoproduction data. With a phenomenolog
cal treatment such as this, we realize thefNN couplings are
only effective constants which parametrize the OZI evad
interactions~two-step loops and/or hidden strangeness! oc-
curring at a more fundamental level. A primary focus of th
work is to test whether the cross section or polarization
servables measured from thef→K1K2 decay angular dis-
tribution are sensitive to thefNN andhNN couplings.

III. NONDIFFRACTIVE f-PRODUCTION MECHANISMS

There are several possible mechanisms which can con
ute to observable deviations from diffractivef photoproduc-
tion. For example, an approved Jefferson Lab experim
will be focusing on two-gluon exchange interference inf
production in the large-t region@29#. This two-gluon mecha-
nism respectss-channel helicity conservation~SCHC! and
can be separated from othert-channel mechanisms~e.g.,
pseudoscalar exchange and strangeness knockout! in an ex-
periment using linearly polarized photons~discussed in the
next section!. In addition to the strangeness knockout, tw
step, and effectivefNN interactions discussed in the prev
ous section, pseudoscalarp0 andh meson exchange ampl
tudes are expected to be non-negligible with maxim
contributions at low energy near thef production threshold.
Recent model calculations have shown that forW'2.0 GeV
these unnatural parity amplitudes can be comparable
larger than diffractive production via Pomeron exchan
@30#. The effective couplings of thep exchange amplitude
are relatively well known~e.g.,gpNN and mfpg), however,
the hNN coupling is uncertain and its value can be anot
measure of the intrinsic nucleon strangeness content. Spe
cally, the hNN coupling can be related to the axial flav
singlet nucleon charge through the UA(1) anomaly in QCD.
Hatsuda has shown that thehNN coupling should be sup
pressed relative to the naive SU~3! prediction to be consis
tent with the EMC data@31#. A phenomenological study o
low energyh photoproduction indeed found a suppress
hNN coupling, but contradicts the Bonn potential whic
gives enhancement relative to SU~3! @32#. Our results con-
firm that precisionf photoproduction data near thresho
will provide sensitive constraints on thehNN coupling. We
neglect contributions fromh8 exchange due to its relativel
large mass~giving propagator suppression! and highly uncer-
tain hadronic and electromagnetic couplings.

One additional~speculative! nondiffractive mechanism
for f photoproduction is worth noting. Recently, two ve
narrow baryon resonances were observed inp112C reactions
which decay dominantly into strange channels@33#. These
states, called theX(2000) andX(2050), have been inter
preted as five-quark, color octet, or sextet bonded ex
baryons containings s̄ pairs@34#, or possibly molecularfN
or K* Y (Y5L,S) resonances@35#. Strange baryon reso
nances permit an OZI allowed strong decay in thefp chan-
nel, and consequently these novel states may produce i
esting resonance enhancement and/or interference effect
above thef photoproduction threshold.
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IV. IMPORTANCE OF LINEARLY POLARIZED
PHOTONS AND f˜K1K2 ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION

A primary advantage off production measurements u
ing a 4p acceptance spectrometer~such as the Hall B CLAS
at Jefferson Lab! is that the full angular distribution of the
vector f decay can be measured which gives informat
about the polarization state of thef prior to decay, in addi-
tion to the differential cross section. Quantitatively, thef
meson decay angular distribution gives information ab
independent bilinear combinations of the helicity amplitud
~polarization density matrices!. For f photoproduction with
linearly polarized photons, the full decay angular distributi
can be expressed@36#:

WL~u,f,F!5W0~u,f!2Pgcos2FW1~u,f!

2Pgsin2FW2~u,f!, ~2!

wherePg is the degree of linear polarization of the photo
F is the angle between the photon polarization direction a
the f-production plane, and (u,f) are the polar and
azmuthal angles of theK1K2 pairs in the helicity~H! frame,
defined as thef rest frame withz-direction taken opposite to
the recoil proton in the c.m. system. The normaliz
Wj (u,f) ( j 50,1,2) functions are expressed in terms of t
polarization density matrix elementsrll8

a :

W0~u,f!5
3

4pF1

2
~12r00

0 !1
1

2
~3r00

0 21!cos2u

2A2Re@r10
0 #sin2ucosf2r121

0 sin2ucos2fG ,
~3!

W1~u,f!5
3

4p
@r11

1 sin2u1r00
1 cos2u2A2r10

1 sin2ucosf

2r121
1 sin2ucos2f#, ~4!

W2~u,f!5
3

4p
@A2Im@r10

2 #sin2ucosf

2Im@r121
2 #sin2ucos2f#. ~5!

The W0(u,f) function is the distribution for thef decay
from unpolarized photons whereas theW1,2(u,f) functions
correspond to the extra terms associated with two indep
dent linear polarization orientations of the photon. We wr
the expressions for therll8

a matrix elements in terms of he
licity amplitudes in the next section.

Two features of photoproduction with linearly polarize
photons are worth noting. Compared with any other pho
production polarization observable, using a linearly polariz
photon source with subsequent detection of thef decay dis-
tribution provides access to the maximum number of in
pendent density matrix elements~nine elements, compare
with five for circularly polarized and three for unpolarize
photons!. Another key advantage of using linearly polarize
photons is that seven of the nine measurable density ma
elements can be separated into contributions from nat
and unnatural parity exchanges in thet channel, whereas
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226 57ROBERT A. WILLIAMS
experiments with unpolarized or circularly polarized photo
do not yield any information on the nature of thet-channel
exchanges@36#. Since unnatural parity exchange amplitud
violate SCHC, separation of thet-channel parity matrix ele-
ments will prove to be extremely useful for disentangling t
competing dynamical mechanisms present inf photopro-
duction near threshold. An extra benefit of measuring
complete angular distribution ofK1K2 production is the
possibility to resolve interference between theP-wavef de-
cay component andS-wave K1K2 pairs which couple
strongly to thef 0(980) anda0(980) scalar meson resonanc
@37#. The scalar mesons have controversial quark~exotic!,
gluonic ~hybrid!, and/or molecular structure, thusf photo-
production can provide valuable indirect information abo
these novel states.

V. QHD MODEL DETAILS

To establish notation we specify thef photoproduction
reaction

g~q,hg!1p~p,s!→f~k,hf!1p~p8,s8!, ~6!

where the energy-momentum four-vectors for the phot
initial proton,f, and recoil proton are given byq, p, k, and
p8, respectively. The photon (f) helicity is denoted byhg
(hf), and the initial~final! proton spin is labeled bys (s8).
The photoproduction helicity amplitudes (Thfs8hgs) can be
expressed:

Thfs8hgs[em~hg!fn* ~hf!Hs8s
mn , ~7!

whereem(hg) andfn(hf) are the photon andf polarization
four-vectors in the helicity basis, respectively, andHs8s

mn is
the hadronic current tensor obtained by application of Fe
man rules to the tree level QHD diagrams. We evaluate
hadronic current tensor in the Gottfried-Jackson~GJ! system,
defined as thef meson rest frame with thez axis taken to be
in the direction of the incoming photon. The GJ frame is
‘‘characteristic frame’’ oft-channel processes since in th
frame the polarization density matrix elements oft-channel
exchanges are independent of both energy and produc
angle. In the GJ frame, the photon andf polarization four-
vectors have the same form for the transverse~helicity 6)
components

fm~l!5em~l!52
l

A2
~0,1,il,0! ~l56 !, ~8!

fm~l!5~0,0,0,1! ~l50!. ~9!

The density matrix elements are computed from the heli
amplitudes through the relations

rll8
0

5
1

2N (
hgs8s

Tls8hgsTl8s8hgs
* , ~10!

rll8
1

5
1

2N (
hgs8s

Tls82hgsTl8s8hgs
* , ~11!
s

s

e

t

,

-
e

on

y

rll8
2

5
i

2N (
hgs8s

hgTls8hgsTl8s8hgs
* , ~12!

whereN is the normalization factor related to the unpola
ized differential cross section

N5
1

2 (
lhgs8s

uTls8hgsu2,
ds

dt
5

M p
2~\c!2

32psuqc.m.u2
N. ~13!

The GJ density matrix elements can be transformed into
helicity ~H! frame appropriate for Eqs.~2!–~5! by multipli-
cation with the Wigner rotation functionsr(H)
5D1(c,0)r(GJ)D1(c,0)†, wherec is the angle between th
photon direction in thef rest frame and thef momentum
direction in the total c.m. system. Explicitly, in terms of th
c.m. momenta (uqu and uku) and thef production angleQ:

cosc5
k•~q2k!

ukuuq2ku
5

uqucosQ2uku

@ uqu21uku222uquukucosQ#1/2
.

~14!

The effective QHD Lagrangian densities for the stro
and electromagnetic interactions are implied by the follo
ing expressions for individual contributions to the hadron
current tensor.

t-channel01 Pomeron (P) exchange.

Hs8s
mn

5
eGP
Mf

PP~ t !S s2sth

s0
D a~ t !

ū~p8,s8!u~p,s!

3@q•kgmn2kmqn#. ~15!

t-channel02 meson exchange(x5p0,h).

Hs8s
mn

5
ekfgxgxNNFt~ t;l!

Mf@~p82p!22Mx
2#

ū~p8,s8!g5u~p,s!emanbqakb .

~16!

OZI evading s channel.

Hs8s
mn

5egfNN
V Fs~s;l! ū~p8,s8!Fgn1

ikf
T

2M p
snakaG

3
~p1q!•g1M p

~p1q!22M p
2 Fgm1

ikp
T

2M p
smbqbGu~p,s!.

~17!

OZI evading u channel.

Hs8s
mn

5egfNN
V Fu~u;l! ū~p8,s8!Fgm1

ikp
T

2M p
smbqbG

3
~p82q!•g1M p

~p82q!22M p
2 Fgn1

ikf
T

2M p
snakaGu~p,s!.

~18!

Note that the Pomeron exchange amplitude is coupled to
nucleon andf meson with scalar (01) quantum numbers
@i.e., ū (p8,s8)u(p,s) for the P-nucleon coupling and
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Fmn
g Ff

mn for the P-g-f coupling# with a dimensionless
strengthGP , and has asymptotic energy dependence con
tent with Regge theory (s/s0)a(t) @38#. The Pomeron Regge
trajectory is parametrized by the conventional linear fo
a(t)5a01a8t. We note that Regge theory only establish
the asymptotic high energy behavior of the diffractive amp
tude, and since the energy dependence of the diffractive
plitude is poorly known at low energy, we introduce a p
rametersth (0<sth<s0) which governs the relative strengt
of diffractive production near threshold. We take the ref
ence energy (As0) to be fixed at threshold,s05(Mf
1M p)2. PP(t) is an effective Pomeron propagator which
parametrized in two distinct model prescriptions.

Model I (Regge theory):

PP~ t !5
1

2
~12e2 ipa~ t !!

pa8

sin@pa~ t !#

1

G@11a~ t !#
. ~19!

Model II (empirical):

PP~ t !5
ebt

t2MP
2

. ~20!

In model II, a perturbative scalar meson propagator wit
pole mass fixed atMP51.3 GeV~appropriate for the lightes
scalar glueball candidate orf 0 exchange! is modified by an

TABLE I. Pomeron parameters of model I~Regge propagator
sth5s0) and model II @Empirical propagator with~a! sth50, ~b!
sth5s0#. Unadjusted parameter:~Pomeron pole mass! MP51.3
GeV. Note the sensitivity to the Pomeron Regge intercepta0 in
model I ~implied by significant figures displayed!. The Pomeron
intercept of model II~a! violates the Froissart limita0<1 and thus
produces an unphysical high energy behavior.

GP a0 a8(GeV22) b(GeV22)

Model I 1.6 0.962 0.25
Model II~a! 8.5 1.25 0.27 3.0
Model II~b! 17.0 1.0 0.27 3.0
is-

s
-
m-
-

-

a

empirical exponential factor (ebt), which reproduces the ob
servedt dependence of the diffractive cross section.

We investigate two extreme cases for the threshold
rameter (sth) corresponding to versions~a! ~with sth50), and
~b! ~with sth5s0) of model II. In the model I~Regge! pre-
scription, the available data strongly selects the maxim
value for the threshold parametersth→s0, hence we presen
only one version of model I withsth5s0. The purpose of
introducing two Pomeron propagator prescriptions and
vestigating two versions of the diffractive threshold ener
dependence is to test the stability and sensitivity of thefNN
andhNN coupling constants to different assumptions ab
the diffractive component of the amplitude.

In each of thet-, s-, andu-channel amplitudes, Eqs.~16!–
~18!, we employ a hadronic interaction cutoff function
account for the composite structure of the nucleon and
sons. The hadronic form factors can be calculated in c
stituent quark models and have been shown to be very
portant in regulating the energy and momentum trans
dependence in meson photoproduction@39,40#. However, to
preserve the covariance and crossing properties of our m
we employ phenomenological form factors:

Fx~x;l!5
l41xmin

2

l41x2
~x5s,t,u!, ~21!

where ‘‘x’’ is dummy for the appropriate Mandelstam var
able in each channel. The form factors are normalized

TABLE II. Lagrangian parameters of model I~Regge propaga-
tor, sth5s0) and model II@Empirical propagator with~a! sth50, ~b!
sth5s0#. Unadjusted parameters:~anomalous tensor coupling of th
proton! kp

T51.793, ~psuedoscalarpNN coupling! gpNN513.8,
~form factor cutoff! l50.5 GeV. The magnitudes of the radiativef
decay constants are determined by the experimental partial wid

ghNN gfNN
V kf

T kfgp kfgh

Model I 6.3 20.3 0.33 0.143 0.708
Model II~a! 2.6 20.8 0.13 0.143 20.708
Model II~b! 7.3 20.7 0.0 0.143 0.708
TABLE III. Model predictions for the measurable density matrix elements in the GJ frame (0<a,c,e
<1, 21/2<b,d, f ,g<11/2).

01 gg 02
(s s̄)0 (s s̄)1

fNN All

r11
0 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1

2 (12a) 1
2 (12c) 1

2 (12e)
r10

0 0 0 0 0 Þ0 Þ0 Þ0
r121

0 0 0 0 0 Þ0 Þ0 Þ0
r00

0 0 0 0 0 a c e

r11
1 0 0 0 0 Þ0 Þ0 Þ0

r10
1 0 0 0 0 Þ0 Þ0 Þ0

r121
1 11/2 11/2 21/2 21/2 b d f

r00
1 0 0 0 0 Þ0 Þ0 Þ0

r10
2 0 0 0 0 Þ0 Þ0 Þ0

r121
2 2 i /2 2 i /2 1 i /2 1 i /2 2 ib 2 id ig
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unity at smin5s0 ~threshold!, tmin5t(Qgf
c.m.50), and umin

5u(Qgf
c.m.5p). We assume the same value for the cut

parameter in all channels.
All parameters are adjusted to fit the existingf photopro-

duction data, except forgpNN , the radiative decay constan
ukfgpu and ukfghu ~relative phases are fit to data!, and the
form factor cutoff which is arbitrarily fixed atl50.5 GeV.
We discuss sensitivity to the cutoff parameter in the num
cal results section. We display the model parameters for
Pomeron amplitude in Table I and the Lagrangian para
eters in Table II.

It is interesting to see the contributions of individual pr
cesses to the observable density matrix elements. We pre
a summary of the previously discussed dynamical proce
and their corresponding measurable GJ density matrix
ments in Table III. Columns 1–7 show the predictions
scalar Pomeron exchange (01), two-gluon (gg), pseudo-
scalarp andh (02), spin-0 strangeness knockout@(s s̄)0#,
spin-1 strangeness knockout@(s s̄)1#, OZI evadings- and
u-channel QHD amplitudes (fNN), and all processes com
bined ~all! respectively. Note that the two-gluon exchan
preserves SCHC and gives the same matrix elements a1

exchange@29#. Similarly, the spin-0 strangeness knocko
mechanism couples the photon to the intrinsichs component
of the nucleon, having the same quantum numbers~helicity
dependence! as 02 exchange and thus contributes to t
same matrix elements. The spin-1 strangeness knockout~i.e.,
intrinsic f) and OZI evadingfNN amplitudes do not have
characteristic frame, hence they can contribute to all den
matrix elements~which are generally energy and angular d
pendent!. Even without strangeness knockout or OZI eva
ing QHD interactions the nonzero matrix elements in c
umns 1–4 can be energy and angular dependent as
relative contributions from natural parity (01 Pomeron! and

FIG. 1. Threshold energy dependence of model I differen
cross section attmin . Different curves represent results with amp
tude combinations as labeled in the key. Data is from a compila
of references in@41#.
f

i-
e
-

ent
es
e-
r

0
t

ty
-
-
-
the

unnatural parity (02 p and h) exchange amplitudes ar
modulated. The last column of Table III shows that eve
matrix element is potentially nonzero when all proces
contribute tof production. AtQc.m.50° ~or tmin) only the
highlighted matrix elements (a,b,c,d,e, f ,g) are nonzero.
We note that ther00

0 matrix element is particularly interest
ing since it is identically zero for the conventional~Pomeron
and pseudoscalar! t-channel exchange amplitudes, where
nonzero values are generated in proportion to the sp
strangeness knockout and/orfNN amplitude component
We have confirmed numerically that compared with all oth
matrix elements,r00

0 has the largest sensitivity tofNN cou-
plings.

Another very interesting observable is the photon pol
ization asymmetry,S defined

S5
s i2s'

s i1s'

5
1

Pg

WL~0,p/2,p/2!2WL~0,p/2,0!

WL~0,p/2,p/2!1WL~0,p/2,0!

5
r11

1 1r121
1

r11
0 1r121

0
, ~22!

which essentially measures the degree of SCHC. Note
extreme limits forS corresponding to purely diffractive
natural parity production compared with pure
nondiffractive/unnatural parity production:

S→11: 01 exchange,

→21: 02 exchange.

Obviously,S is particularly sensitive to the relative streng
of natural and unnatural parity exchange amplitudes,
precise measurements ofS near threshold would be ver
useful for quantifying theh exchange contribution.

l

n

FIG. 2. Threshold energy dependence of model II~a! differential
cross section attmin showing results from different amplitude com
binations.
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VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Figures 1, 2, and 3 show the threshold energy depend
of models I, II~a!, and II~b! differential cross sections respe
tively at tmin with curves showing various combinations
amplitudes~as labeled on figure!. For all figures presented
the data is taken from Ref.@41# and/or references therein
Model II~a! shows little sensitivity to nondiffractive ampli
tudes, but models I and II~b! ~by definition! have a vanishing
diffractive amplitude at threshold, hence they demonstr
enhanced sensitivity to the magnitude and relative phas

FIG. 3. Threshold energy dependence of model II~b! differential
cross section attmin showing results from different amplitude com
binations.

FIG. 4. Model I differential cross sectiont dependence nea
threshold, showing results from different amplitude combination
ce

te
of

nondiffractive amplitudes, especiallyh exchange. In all
models presented and for all observables, thep exchange
contribution is suppressed relative to theh since ukfgpu
!ukfghu. All models show very little sensitivity to the OZ
evadings- andu-channelfNN amplitudes attmin . The en-
hancement of the cross section seen in models I and I~b!
exactly at threshold is dominantly due to theh exchange
amplitude and is therefore a measure ofghNN

2 .
Figures 4, 5, and 6 show thet dependence of the low

energy cross section data (Eg
lab52.0 GeV! for models I, II~a!,

and II~b!, respectively, with specific amplitude combinatio
displayed. The model I and II~b! results show that the dif-

.

FIG. 5. Model II~a! differential cross sectiont dependence nea
threshold, showing results from different amplitude combination

FIG. 6. Model II~b! differential cross sectiont dependence nea
threshold, showing results from different amplitude combination
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fractive contribution atEg
lab52.0 GeV and for smallutu is

nearly an order of magnitude smaller than the contribut
from h exchange. The cross sectiont dependence in all mod
els show strong sensitivity to thefNN couplings and all
models prefer a very small effective tensor coupling,gfNN

T

5gfNN
V kf

T . Model I incorporates the smallestfNN cou-
plings ~consistent with OZI suppression! yet it produces a

FIG. 7. Differential cross sectiont dependence for models I
II ~a!, and II~b! at higher energy,Eg

lab56.45 GeV. For thet range
covered by the data, nondiffractive amplitude components
small.

FIG. 8. Threshold energy dependence of models I, II~a!, and
II ~b! photon polarization asymmetry (S) at tmin . The data is a
compilation of points witht;tmin from references in@41#.
n

sizable contribution asutu increases. Models II~a! and II~b!
~Figs. 5 and 6, respectively! show a significant improvemen
compared to the behavior of the low energy data with
creasingutu, even though moderately smallfNN couplings
~consistent with OZI suppression! are required. We note the
general trend of all models for increasing and sizable effe
from all nondiffractive amplitudes as energy approach
threshold and increasing withutu. From this behavior we in-
fer the possibility that experiments looking for two-gluo
interference signatures~e.g., dip features! at large utu @29#

re

FIG. 9. Model I photon polarization asymmetry (S) t depen-
dence near threshold, showing results from different amplitu
combinations.

FIG. 10. Model II~a! photon polarization asymmetry (S) t de-
pendence near threshold, showing results from different amplit
combinations.
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57 231f PHOTOPRODUCTION NEAR THRESHOLD WITH . . .
may get ‘‘washed out’’ from anomalous backgrounds as
ciated withf production from OZI evadingfNN couplings
and/or strangeness knockout mechanisms~depending on ac-
tual magnitude of OZI evading amplitudes and proximity
f threshold energy!.

We caution here that the extracted values for thehNN
~and to a lesser degreefNN) couplings in models I and II~b!
are quite sensitive to the hadronic cutoff parameterl,
whereas in model II~a! the couplings are relatively insens
tive to the cutoff. For example, if we increase the cut
parameter tol50.7 GeV, then thehNN couplings of mod-
els I and II~b! become suppressed by a factor of appro
mately 1/3@consistent with the value found in model II~a!#,
and the optimalfNN couplings also reflect some suppre
sion ~although much less than theh couplings!. We stress
that the hadronicfNN andhNN couplings that we extrac
in this analysis are only representative values which refl
our model assumptions, and should not be considered
precise determination of their actual values. We are satis
with demonstrating sensitivity to these couplings to enco
age new experiments, which will undoubtedly lead to furth
theoretical refinements.

We demonstrate the consistency of models I, II~a!, and
II ~b! with data at higher energy (Eg

lab56.45 GeV! in Fig. 7.
All models presented become purely diffractive at high e
ergy. In Fig. 8 we plot the photon polarization asymme
(S) energy dependence attmin for all models. The deviation
from unity toward negative values near threshold is prima
a consequence of theh exchange amplitude, although th
very steep dependence of model II~a! exactly at threshold
arises from thefNN contribution. Figures 9, 10, and 1
show thet dependence ofS near threshold (Eg

lab52.0 GeV!
for models I, II~a!, and II~b!, respectively. Each model pro
duces very different behavior for theS t dependence, which
supports our claim that precision measurements using
early polarized photons with full angular coverage can
quite decisive in constraining the dynamics of thresholdf
photoproduciton. Another persistent feature in Figs. 9–1
that all models showS near threshold to be dominated byh
exchange attmin and thefNN amplitude attmax.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown thatf photoproduction near threshold
sensitive to nondiffractive amplitudes involving OZI evadin
fNN coupling to the proton, especially forutu.utminu. Mea-
surements using linearly polarized photons and detecting
full angular distribution of thef→K1K2 decay will be able
to extract 9 independent polarization density matrix e
.

-

f

-

ct
a

d
r-
r

-

y

n-
e

is

he

-

ments. The linear photon polarization can be achieved
Jefferson Lab through an approved coherent bremsstrah
facility @42,43# or a proposed laser Compton backscatter
facility @44#, and will permit a separation of natural and u
natural parity amplitude contributions. The threshold ene
region is interesting because the enhanced sensitivity to n
diffractive amplitudes permit measurements to constr
and/or extract uncertain and theoretically important hadro
constants~such as thehNN, fNN couplings and Pomeron
Regge trajectory parameters!, and establish the threshold en
ergy dependence of the diffractive Pomeron exchange am
tude. Although not explicitly calculated in this study, newf
photoproduction measurements near threshold may also
vide the opportunity to extractf 0(980) anda0(980) scalar
meson cross sections throughS-P wave interference distor
tions of theK1K2 angular distribution, and investigate po
sible novel physics such as enhanced production from c
didate strange-exoticX-baryon resonances.
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FIG. 11. Model II~b! photon polarization asymmetry (S) t de-
pendence near threshold, showing results from different amplit
combinations.
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